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Abstract—To ensure smooth and reliable evacuation in the
event of a fire, it is necessary to consider dynamic evacuation
guidance for each evacuee without the need for a management
server or an external power supply. This study aimed to construct
an autonomous evacuation guidance system that uses screen
displays and voice guidance on a mobile device in each room of an
operational facility. In this system, all information is transmitted
only as beacons. This paper describes the communication between
a fire alarm and a mobile device, sharing information about the
occurrence of a fire between mobile devices, self-position estima-
tion of a mobile device, automatic determination of evacuation
exits and routes for a mobile device, and an evacuation guidance
experiment that integrates them.

Index Terms—Evacuation Guidance System, Autonomous De-
centralization, Dynamic, Real Time, Building Fire, Beacon, iOS
Device, Dijkstra’s algorithm

Hotels and high-rise buildings are always equipped with
emergency exits and guests are instructed to evacuate from
these exits in case of fire. However, in the case of a large hotel
or a high-rise building in an urban area, if the evacuation route
and timing of evacuation are not clearly indicated, guests may
become confused. This may lead to severe injuries or death.
In addition, it is advisable for some guests to wait for their
evacuation in order to shorten the overall evacuation time [1].
Another factor that makes evacuation of high-rise buildings
difficult is that the evacuation method varies according to the
target population, such as the elderly and handicapped. In
general, fires in such large facilities are rare in Japan, but
not worldwide, e.g., the Grenfell Tower fire in London and
the Plasco Building fire in Tehran, 2017 [2].

Many studies have been conducted on evacuation guidance
in the case of a fire. Horiguchi et al., Matsuno, and Takimoto
et al. have proposed evacuation guidance systems in which
light sources installed on the floor or wall surface guide
people to an emergency exit [3]–[5]. However, an evacuation
guidance system using a light source may not be visible
in a smoke-filled environment. In addition, these evacuation
guidance systems are not designed for individual evacuees.
To provide appropriate evacuation guidance, it is necessary
to consider dynamic evacuation guidance for each evacuee,
such as “controlling the number of people using the same
exit and evacuation route at the same time” and “rescheduling
that adapts to the ever-changing situation of fire.” In contrast,
Iizuka et al. proposed an evacuation guidance system using

mobile devices, GPS, and Wi-Fi [6], which estimated the
location of evacuees using PlaceEngine [7]. However, it is
difficult to detect the location of evacuees in a room where
satellite radio waves cannot reach because a GPS uses satellite
signals to estimate the location [8]. In addition, a mobile
device must be connected to the Internet to use PlaceEngine
and a stable communication environment in the event of a fire
is not always guaranteed. Additionally, Iizuka et al. and Mori
et al. proposed an evacuation guidance system that used ad-
hoc communication between mobile devices [9]; however, this
system did not guarantee a stable communication environment
in the event of a fire.

Based on the above background, the aim of this study is
to design an evacuation guidance system in which each room
is equipped with a mobile device for evacuation guidance,
and evacuation instructions are displayed on the device. In the
proposed system, mobile devices estimate their own position
by receiving beacon signals that are transmitted by beacons
installed on the ceiling of the facility. In addition, the devices
communicate with each other during the evacuation process,
and the system provides dynamic evacuation guidance re-
sponding to the ever-changing fire situation. A general system
using a management server faces the risk of the entire system
going down due to a failure. The proposed system has a low
risk of failure because the devices used in it provide evacuation
guidance autonomously and in a decentralized manner. In
addition, the evacuation guidance system can be used stably
in case of a fire because it does not require an external power
supply. The system uses a mobile device.

For this purpose, we have implemented an evacuation
guidance system using mobile devices and beacons which
includes communication between a fire alarm and a mo-
bile device, sharing of information between mobile devices
about the occurrence of a fire, and self-position estimation
of a mobile device. Finally, the effectiveness of this system
was demonstrated through an integrated evacuation guidance
experiment [10]. The paper presented at the SICE Annual
Conference 2020 discussed about a system in which the user
is responsible for selecting an emergency exit [10]. However,
it may be difficult for the users to understand the structure of
the facility and to rationally select an appropriate emergency
exit in the emergency of a fire. Therefore, in this study, we
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aim to implement the feature of automatic determination of
evacuation exits and routes in a mobile device as an upgrade
to the system discussed in paper [10] and demonstrate the
effectiveness of the integrated system through an evacuation
guidance experiment.

I. AUTONOMOUS DECENTRALIZED EVACUATION
GUIDANCE SYSTEM

A. Concept

In this study, we develop an evacuation guidance system
that provides smooth and reliable evacuation by using mobile
devices for evacuation guidance in each room and evacuating
people according to the evacuation instructions displayed on
the devices.

The proposed system consists of three phases. Each room
is equipped with a pair of fire alarm and beacon, and the
beacon signal is stopped in the initial state. Additionally, each
room is equipped with one mobile device, which is in the
beacon reception mode in the initial state. When the fire alarm
detects a fire, the beacon paired with it transmits a signal with
a beacon identifier unique to the room and notifies nearby
mobile devices about the fire. This is the ”Initial Phase” (as
illustrated in Fig. 1).

When a mobile device receives a beacon signal, it imme-
diately switches to the beacon transmission mode and notifies
the mobile device in another room about the fire. In this case,
the mobile device clones the received beacon identifier to
itself and sends out a beacon signal with the same beacon
identifier. By repeating the above operation, it is possible to
notify all devices about the fire source room. This is the ”Fire
Information Transmission Phase” (as illustrated in Fig. 2).

The mobile devices guide evacuation after the room of
the fire source is determined. Each device has a map of the
facility, and based on the location of the fire source, each
device creates an evacuation route and displays the evacuation
information on the screen (it switches to the beacon reception
mode at the same time). Depending on the floor at which
the fire has occurred and the position of evacuee, the evacuee
evacuates to the rooftop. In the case of a fireproof structure,
the evacuee waits in the room. Guide beacons with beacon
identifiers are installed on the ceilings of the corridors of
the facility. The mobile devices guide evacuation by screen
displays and voice commands while performing self-position
estimation by receiving the guide beacon signal. This is the
”Evacuation Guidance Phase” (as illustrated in Fig. 3).

B. Initial Phase

The fire alarm used for this study is SHK38455 manufac-
tured by Panasonic Co., and the beacon used is HOUWA
SYSTEM DESIGN Co.’s BLEAD®-B Ver.2 with iBeacon®

specification manufactured by HOUWA SYSTEM DESIGN
Co.. The specifications of SHK38455 are shown in Table I.
The specifications of BLEAD®-B Ver.2 are shown in Table II.
BLEAD®-B Ver.2 has three types of identification numbers:
UUID, Major, and Minor. In this system, these identification
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Fig. 2. Fire Information Transmission Phase

numbers are called identifiers and are used to identify indi-
vidual beacons. The assignment of identification numbers is
shown in Table III. First, UUID is assigned to the identification
of the building, which is the same for all beacons in this case.
Next, Major is assigned the number of floors to the upper eight
bits and serial number to the lower eight bits in binary notation.
For example, if it is the third beacon on the second floor,
Major is set to “00000010 00000011”. Finally, Minor is set to
0 for all beacons because it is used to retain and transmit fire
information in the future. By assigning identification numbers
as described above, the identifiers of each beacon are defined.

Guide Beacon

Go straight

Fig. 3. Evacuation Guidance Phase

TABLE I
SPECIFICATIONS OF SHK38455

Actuation method smoke type
Power supply dedicated lithium battery×1 (DC3 [V])
Battery life approximately 10 [years]
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TABLE II
SPECIFICATIONS OF BLEAD®-B VER.2

Wireless standards Bluetooth 4.0
Size diameter 50×17.7 [mm]
Weight approximately 29 [g] (with built-in battery)
Operating temperature 0～75 [◦C]
Maximum reach approximately 100 [m]
Power supply Coin cell battery (CR2477)
Compatible models iOS7 or later, Android4.3 or later

TABLE III
ASSIGNMENT OF BLEAD®-B VER.2’S IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS

Name Byte Assignment
UUID 16 Faculty of Engineering, Tottori University
Major 2 floors number + serial number
Minor 2 fire information

In the proposed system, when a fire alarm detects a fire, the
paired beacon transmits a beacon signal to a mobile device
nearby to notify it about the fire. Therefore, it is necessary
to link the fire alarm and the beacon. Thus, we developed
a prototype fire alarm beacon that integrates a commercially
available fire alarm and a beacon using the relay holding circuit
shown in Fig. 4. The fire alarm beacon is illustrated in Fig. 5.
The fire alarm beacon is powered by the relay holding circuit,
which is activated by the power supplied to the fire alarm. Even
if the fire alarm is cut off, the beacon power is maintained by
the relay holding circuit.

C. Fire Information Transmission Phase

The mobile devices that receive the beacon signal clone
the received beacon identifier to themselves and transmit the
beacon signal to surrounding mobile devices. By repeating the
above operation, it is possible to notify all devices about which
is the source of fire. The functions implemented in the mobile
devices and the flow of operations are as follows:

Fig. 4. Relay holding circuit between a fire alarm and a beacon

1) The mobile devices initially operate in receiving mode.
2) A mobile devices receives a beacon signal.
3) Upon receiving the beacon signal, it switches to trans-

mission mode.
4) The device in the transmission mode then transmits a

beacon signal with the received beacon identifier (UUID
. Major . Minor).

By performing the above operation, all mobile devices can
recognize the identifier of the fire alarm beacon that detected
the fire, and as a result, room which is the source of fire can
be determined.

D. Evacuation Guidance Phase

A mobile device receives a notification from the room where
the fire outbroke and then searches for an evacuation route
from the current location to the evacuation exit. Dijkstra’s
algorithm is used to search for the evacuation route under
the condition that the mobile device has map information in
advance and the location of the guide beacon is recognized.
The automatic determination of evacuation exits and routes
for a mobile device using Dijkstra’s algorithm is explained as
follows:

1) The guide beacon location is a node in Dijkstra’s algo-
rithm, and the nodes of adjacent beacons are connected
by edges, and the distance between the nodes [m] is
defined as the cost.

2) If a point is impassable due to fire, the graph is updated
in real time (the edges are cut off between the beacons).

3) Dijkstra’s algorithm is executed with current loca-
tion (the room where the mobile device is located) as the
start node and emergency exit (executing all the exits in
the case of multiple exits) as the goal node.

4) The cumulative cost of several calculated results are
compared and the optimal evacuation route with the
lowest cumulative cost is determined.

Each of the mobile devices perform the above search to deter-
mine the evacuation route, which enables individual evacuation
guidance according to the fire conditions.

A mobile device, after searching for the evacuation route,
guides evacuation by receiving the signal of the guide beacons
installed on the ceilings of the corridors. mobile devices
estimate their location using received signal strength indica-
tion (RSSI) [dBm]. RSSI is an indicator of the strength of radio
waves installed in iBeacon®. When the received signal power

BeaconFire Alarm

Fig. 5. Prototype of a fire alarm beacon
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at distance r [m] is Pr [mW], RSSIr [dBm] is expressed by
(1).

RSSIr = 10 log10 Pr (1)

The self-position estimation method for mobile devices using
RSSI is as follows.

1) A mobile device receives signals from surrounding guide
beacons.

2) Amongst all the guide beacons received by the mobile
device, the guide beacon with the largest RSSI is defined
as the proximity beacon.

3) The position of the proximity beacon is defined as the
current self-position.

Using the above-montioned method, the proximity beacon
is calculated and the self-position of each mobile device is
estimated.

II. EVACUATION GUIDANCE EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental equipments

We implemented and integrated the methods proposed in
Sections I-B to I-D and conducted an evacuation guidance
experiment. In this experiment, the fire alarm beacon shown
in Fig. 5 and BLEAD®-B Ver.2 as an iBeacon® are used.
Since BLEAD®-B Ver.2 is an iBeacon® for an iOS device,
Apple Inc.’s iPod touch® was used as the mobile device.
The specifications of the iPod touch® are listed in Table IV.
Because the iOS device has both the function of receiving
and transmitting a beacon signal as a standard, iPod touch®

completely satisfies the function of a mobile device.

B. Experimental outline

The experiment was conducted at the Department of Engi-
neering, Tottori University. The aim of the experiment is to
guide to a predetermined emergency exit in the event of an
outbreak of a fire. In this experiment, room 2809 shown in
Fig. 6 was assumed to be the room where the fire occurs,
and the subjects were assumed to be in the same room. This
experiment does not consider the “flow of evacuees” such
as “controlling the number of people using the same exit
and evacuation route at the same time.” We plan to control
the “flow of evacuees” in the future by using the minor
number of the beacon. The guide beacons were installed in
the corridor shown as Fig. 6, and the fire alarm beacon was
installed in room 2809. Also, the graph of Dijkstra’s algorithm

TABLE IV
SPECIFICATIONS OF IPOD TOUCH®

Name iPod touch® (7th generation)
Size 123.4×58.6×6.1 [mm]
Weight approximately 88 [g]
Display 4 [in]
CPU 1.64 GHz A10 Fusion
Memory 2 [GByte]
OS iOS 13.3
Wireless standards Bluetooth 4.1
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Fig. 6. Beacon layout at the Department of Engineering, Tottori University
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Fig. 7. The graph of Dijkstra’s algorithm corresponding to the beacon
placement

corresponding to the beacon placement in Fig. 6 is shown in
Fig. 7. The procedure of the experiment is as follows.

1) Initial Phase
a) The mobile devices are in the initial state. 1⃝
b) A fire is simulated in room 2809.
c) The fire alarm beacon detects a fire and transmits

a beacon signal.
2) Fire Information Transmission Phase

a) The mobile devices receive a beacon signal. 2⃝
b) The devices clone the received beacon identifier to

themselves and transmit a beacon signal. 3⃝
3) Evacuation Guidance Phase

a) The screens switch.
b) The evacuation routes to the three evacuation exits

were searched and the one with the lowest cumu-
lative cost is selected as the guiding evacuation
exit. 4⃝

c) The device estimates its self-position using guide
beacons.

d) The device guides evacuation by screen displays
and voice commands while estimating its own
position. 5⃝

e) The subject arrives at the emergency exit. 6⃝
The operations 1⃝ to 6⃝ are confirmation items, and the
operation is checked on the mobile device screen.

C. Experimental results

Screenshots of the mobile device during the experiment are
shown in Fig. 8. In (a), the mobile device is in the initial
state and the “Fire situation” is “not Fire” (operation 1⃝). In
(b), the “Fire situation” is set to “Fire in room 2809”, and



the “Beacon reception status” is set to “receive” (operation
2⃝). Therefore, it was confirmed that the fire alarm beacon

detects a fire and transmits a beacon signal, and the mobile
device receives the beacon signal (Initial Phase and the first
half of the Fire Information Transmission Phase). Next, in (c),
the “Beacon transmission status” is set to “transmit” (operation
3⃝). Therefore, it was confirmed that the mobile device is able

to clone the received beacon identifier to itself and transmit a
beacon signal (the second half of the Fire Information Trans-
mission Phase). Finally, in (d), A mobile device calculates the
cumulative cost to three emergency exits and starts guiding a
user to the Emergency Exit 2, which has the lowest cost (op-
eration 4⃝). In addition, in (e), evacuation guidance is given
with arrows and letters (operation 5⃝), and in (f), guidance
to the evacuation exit is completed (operation 6⃝). Therefore,
it was confirmed that the mobile device calculates the most
appropriate evacuation route using Dijkstra’s algorithm and
guides the evacuation while estimating its self-position using
guide beacons (Evacuation Guidance Phase). In this case,
evacuation was guided to Emergency Exit 2, but also it was
confirmed that it can also guide a user to evacuate when they
change the origin of the fire or the location of the mobile
device.

(a) Initial state (b) Receiving fire information

(c) Transmitting fire information (d) Determining the exit

(e) Evacuation guidance (f) Arriving at the emergency

Fig. 8. Screenshots of the mobile device during the experiment

III. CONCLUSION

To ensure smooth and reliable evacuation guidance in the
event of a fire, it is necessary to construct a dynamic, au-
tonomous, distributed evacuation guidance system that does
not require a management server or an external power supply.
For this purpose, an evacuation guidance system using mobile
devices and beacons was implemented. In the proposed sys-
tem, the communication between a fire alarm and a mobile
device, sharing of information between mobile devices about
the occurrence of a fire, self-position estimation of a mobile
device, and automatic determination of evacuation exits and
routes for a mobile device were implemented. Finally, the
effectiveness of this system was demonstrated through an
integrated evacuation guidance experiment.

The current system does not provide dynamic evacuation
guidance considering “control of the number of people using
the same exit and escape evacuation and timing.” In the future,
it is important to optimize the evacuation route, including real-
time factors such as “flow of evacuees.”
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